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Filipch [wrote]:

“Destruction rituals aimed at Christians are exactly what the Jews want - gentiles wasting energy killing each other while they grow fat in comfort. It’s CHRISTIANITY not CHRISTIANS that need to be destroyed. Sure, some gentile "spiritual leaders" might be viable targets, but surely not this nobody with 1000 subscribers on YouTube. So, use your head a bit before you go off showing how easy you are to manipulate through anger like this. The entire Jewish race is the target for all our destruction workings now, as said by the Clergy.”

Reply to the above. I have to mention you are unaware on what you are doing here. Chasing down xians on Youtube and getting the groups to attack them. For what reasons? Why act so emotionally, without thinking and so childishly? Let’s say the idiot dies, what did this win for Satan? Those who listen to such idiots are mostly lost souls and enemy souls already. We win nothing here. Attack the JEWISH HEADS. You just draw attention to these idiots and advertise them. Why bother aiming on every walking piece of idiocy and attacking them? How does this serve Satan and how does this help the greater cause of what we are doing here? Our freedom is on the line and we do not have eternity, we must hit straight in the head and not the hairs or nails of the xian monster. The problem of the jews, xianity and all these have to be dealt with now. "Mr. Dickinson ministry" and "Jesus Pedophile" and all these idiots, dead or not, they are only a nail in the monster we fight. Instead, calling people to focus on the nail and how many were so hyped to waste their energy on idiots, this is ridiculous and plain stupid, not to mention unneeded. I am sorry but xianity needs to be hit on the brain in order to die. All energy has to get to the jews and unmasking xianity. Then things will take care of themselves and these idiot average joes will be a thing of the past, they will die off on their own. Hitting all the shepherds gives us nothing, neither the sheep. Kill the shepherd of the shepherds, which is the jews and this is when we succeed. Members need be aware of such meaningless alarms to destroy average joes. With good intentions or not, these dilute our strength and reserves for no reason. I understand you grow infuriated by such idiots. But if they taunt you so easily and you dilute your energies for them, the enemy fulfills their purpose. As long as you do not attack the kikes and their programs, attacking everywhere else ensures they will linger on. If you are pissed off, do a Ritual against xianity and the jews. This is when you give the most fatal hit you can give. This is not meant to insult anybody. But to help you understand as the jews know that by using your blind anger, they dilute your energies and waste them. So, focus on where you must. Where there is outcome.

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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